REF : 527

Town : Denia
Build : 200m²
Plot : 1700m²
Bedrooms : 4
Bathrooms : 4

Description
Large Finca with separate guest apartment, central heating, pool and garage. Lovely riu rau arcs and flat plot. This villa was built in 1975 and has been refurbished. The plot is 1700m² and flat. The villa has 4 large bedrooms with 3 bathrooms ensuite and there is another bathroom extra. All the bedrooms are on the upper floor. Here there is also a large terrace with views up towards the mountains surrounding the property but also to the sea. On the main floor of the villa there is the large kitchen, the living and dining room with a fire place area as well as a separate guest apartment with bathroom and kitchenette. The garden is easily maintained, there is a 6x12m swimming pool, a lovely covered terrace with riu rau arcs and the sea can be reached in 5 minutes by car. The villa has gas central heating, double glazing, its own water well, solar panels and a garage.
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375,000€